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Figure 1: Flexible motion in-betweening given a text prompt and spatio-temporally sparse keyframes. From left to right: a) motion conditioned on sparse keyframes; b) motion conditioned on root trajectory and a “throwing” prompt; c) diverse motions generated for the same keyframes.

ABSTRACT
Motion in-betweening, a fundamental task in character animation, consists of generating motion sequences that plausibly interpolate user-provided keyframe constraints. It has long been recognized as a labor-intensive and challenging process. We investigate the potential of diffusion models in generating diverse human motions guided by keyframes. Unlike previous in-betweening methods, we propose a simple unified model capable of generating precise and diverse motions that conform to a flexible range of user-specified spatial constraints, as well as text conditioning. To this end, we propose Conditional Motion Diffusion In-betweening (CondMDI) which allows for arbitrary dense-or-sparse keyframe placement and partial keyframe constraints while generating high-quality motions that are diverse and coherent with the given keyframes. We evaluate the performance of CondMDI on the text-conditioned HumanML3D dataset and demonstrate the versatility and efficacy of diffusion models for keyframe in-betweening. We further explore the use of guidance and imputation-based approaches for inference-time keyframing and compare CondMDI against these methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Motion synthesis stands as a central challenge in computer animation, where the precise crafting of realistic movements is essential for conveying natural and lifelike behaviors. Keyframe in-betweening is a critical component of this process, but it is well known to be a demanding and time-consuming manual task. Deep learning-based approaches have recently made significant progress...
on motion in-betweening, leveraging the availability of large-scale and high-quality motion capture datasets. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have been studied for the task of keyframe completion [Harvey et al. 2020; Holden et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2022; Zhang and van de Panne 2018], however these RNN models can struggle to accurately model long-term dependencies. Generative modeling techniques have also recently been applied to the task of motion in-betweening [He et al. 2022; Li et al. 2021; Zhou et al. 2020], with transformer-based architectures modeling the long-term dependencies for keyframe motion completion [Duan et al. 2021; Oreshkin et al. 2023].

Most recently, diffusion-based models have demonstrated promising capabilities for generating diverse and realistic human motions [Dabral et al. 2023; Tevet et al. 2023; Zhang et al. 2022]. Diffusion models stand out for their ability to seamlessly incorporate constraints into the generation process, enabling precise control over the generated outputs. Notable examples include text-to-image generation using guidance [Nichol et al. 2021], image completion using inpainting [Lugmayr et al. 2022; Saharia et al. 2022a], and offline reinforcement learning with reward guidance [Janner et al. 2022].

While diffusion models excel as robust conditional generation models, offering unique capabilities for inference-time conditioning, integrating spatial constraints, such as keyframes, into the motion generation process still has no standard solution. In this work, we present a unified and flexible method for motion in-betweening based on a masked conditional diffusion model called Conditional Motion Diffusion In-betweening (CondMDI). This method trains on randomly sampled keyframes with randomly sampled joints, together with a mask that indicates the observed keyframes and features. This then offers significant flexibility in terms of number of keyframes and their placement in time, as well as partial keyframes, i.e., providing information for a subset of the joints.

Our key contribution is a simple and unified diffusion model for motion in-betweening, offering flexible inference-time conditioning. This model is trained by sampling from the space of all possible motion in-betweening scenarios. Our model accommodates temporally-sparse keyframes and partial pose specifications, alongside time prompts. This enables generation of high-quality motion sequences aligned with the specified constraints, while maintaining fast inference speed compared to alternative diffusion-based methods. We additionally provide experimental insights into alternative design choices, including imputation and reconstruction guidance methods.

2 RELATED WORK

Kinematic methods for character animation have a long history. In the following, we first review longstanding data-driven methods, followed by more recent deep-learning based methods, and finally methods focusing specifically on motion in-betweening.

Since the advent of motion capture, numerous methods animate human movement by temporally stitching together captured motion clips to meet user requirements. Motion graphs can precompute feasible motion transitions [Arikan and Forsyth 2002; Kovar et al. 2002; Lee et al. 2002], which can then be used to synthesize motions via search [Kovar et al. 2002; Lee et al. 2002], dynamic programming [Arikan et al. 2003; Hsu et al. 2004; Pullen and Bregler 2002], path planning [Safonova and Hodgins 2007], and reinforcement learning [Lee and Lee 2004; Lo and Zwicker 2008; McCann and Pollard 2007]. Motion matching [Büttner and Clavel 2015] is a related method that searches for animation frames that best fit the current context. Motion blending methods further allow for interpolation of motions. Radial basis function (RBF) kernels have been used to interpolate motions of the same class [Rose et al. 1998; Rose III et al. 2001]. Some work cluster similar motions [Beaudoin et al. 2008; Kovar and Gleicher 2004] while others develop statistical models that allow the original data to be discarded, e.g., [Chai and Hodgins 2007; Mukai and Kuriyama 2005].

Deep learning methods have proliferated through animation. Human motion synthesis models are typically trained using large collections of motion capture data [Adobe Systems Inc. 2021; Guo et al. 2022; Mahmood et al. 2019a]. A large class of parametric models have been proposed for motion modeling, such as RNNs [Aksan et al. 2019; Fragkiadaki et al. 2015; Ghosh et al. 2017; Li et al. 2017], autoencoders [Guo et al. 2020; Holden et al. 2016, 2015; Li et al. 2021; Ling et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2023], and GANs [Ahn et al. 2018; Ghosh et al. 2021]. Inspired by the success of Flow-based models for image synthesis [Dinh et al. 2014], auto-regressive normalizing networks for motion sequence modeling have also been proposed [Henter et al. 2020].

More recently, denoising diffusion models have been widely utilized for motion synthesis [Dabral et al. 2023; Kim et al. 2022; Tevet et al. 2023; Zhang et al. 2022]. Diffusion-based methods have proved to have a high capacity for modeling the complex distributions associated with motion data and have enabled new types of control over the motion generation. Notable instances are trajectory and joint control by PriorMDM [Shafir et al. 2023], GMD [Karunratanakul et al. 2023b] and OmniControl [Xie et al. 2023]; Multi-person interactions by ComMDM [Shafir et al. 2023], and InterGen [Liang et al. 2023]. The flexibility of diffusion models was also demonstrated for non-human motion synthesis in MAS [Kapon et al. 2023] and SinMDM [Raab et al. 2023].

Motion in-betweening generates a full motion sequence given a set of keyframes with their associated timing. Motion in-betweening can be cast as a motion planning problem, capable of synthesizing fairly complex motions [Arikan and Forsyth 2002; Beaudoin et al. 2008; Levine et al. 2012; Safonova and Hodgins 2007]. Effective data structures such as motion graphs made search and optimization more efficient [Kovar et al. 2002; Min and Chai 2012; Shen et al. 2017]. These methods suffer from memory and scalability issues as they either require maintaining a motion database in memory or performing search and optimization at run-time [Harvey et al. 2020]. Deep learning can overcome these limitations by utilizing large datasets for training while having a fixed computation budget at run-time [Harvey et al. 2020]. Due to the temporal nature of the task, RNN-based methods have dominated the field [Harvey and Pal 2018; Harvey et al. 2020; Zhang and van de Panne 2018]. RNN-based models can struggle with long-term dependencies and are thus often limited to generating shorter transition animations. Unlike auto-regressive models, Transformer-based [Vaswani et al. 2017] models predict the entire motion trajectory at once [Duan et al. 2021; Oreshkin et al. 2023; Qin et al. 2022]. VAEs and GANs have also been applied to motion in-betweening [He et al. 2022; Li
et al. 2021; Zhou et al. 2020]. A key limitation of these methods is the models are generally limited to fixed keyframe patterns.

Diffusion-based methods allow for keyframe-based control, e.g., via imputation and inpainting methods. However when methods such as MDM [Tevet et al. 2023] are presented with inpainted full joint trajectories, the motions exhibit very significant foot sliding and unnatural movements to satisfy the constraints. Prior MDM [Shafrir et al. 2023] suggests fine-tuning MDM with the observed trajectory of interest. Both methods do not allow for global or sparse-in-time constraints due to a relative-to-previous-frame representation for global root-joint translation and orientation. GMD [Karunaratankul et al. 2023b] supports sparse-in-time keyframes, but only allows for specification of the pelvis position alone rather than the full pose. Hence, sparse keyframes in this work refer to sparse positions of the root joint and their method solves a goal-reaching task rather than keyframe in-betweening. GMD proposes a two-stage pipeline: root trajectory synthesis, then full-body motion generation conditioned on the synthesized root trajectory. It relies on inference-time imputation and guidance and a specialized emphasis-projection technique to increase the importance of observed keyframes.

Closest to our own work, OmniControl [Xie et al. 2023] introduces controllable motion generation with a full-pose spatial conditioning signal, representing global positions of joints over time. While intended for joint control rather than keyframe in-betweening, it supports multiple-joint keyframes and allows for full keyframe conditioning via 3D joint positions, but not joint rotations. OmniControl uses MDM as its diffusion backbone and utilizes a trainable copy of the Transformer encoder of MDM to embed the keyframe signal and later adds them to the attention layers of MDM. In addition to requiring this separate embedding module, OmniControl relies on repeated guidance application to further enforce the constraints. In addition to adding complexity. These features notably increase the inference time of OmniControl compared to other diffusion-based motion generation models.

3 BACKGROUND

In this section, we first review diffusion probabilistic models for motion generation which we refer to as motion diffusion models. Next, we provide an overview of different conditioning approaches applicable to diffusion models for conditional motion generation.

3.1 Human Motion Generation with Diffusion Models

Diffusion models have shown incredible capabilities as generative models [Ho et al. 2020; Sohl-Dickstein et al. 2015; Song and Ermon 2019] and they are the backbone of current state-of-the-art (SOTA) image synthesis models, such as Imagen [Saharia et al. 2022b] and DALL-E2 [Ramesh et al. 2022]. Viewing motion synthesis as a sequence generation problem, diffusion probabilistic models have been recently applied to generate the entire motion sequence at one go [Tevet et al. 2023].

Given a motion dataset, diffusion models add small amounts of Gaussian noise to the samples $x_0 \sim q(x_0)$ in $T$ steps such that the marginal distribution at diffusion step $T$ is $q(x_T) \approx N(x_T; 0, I)$.

This is known as the forward process and is formulated as:

$$q(x_t | x_{t-1}) = N(x_t; \sqrt{1 - \bar{\beta}_t} x_{t-1}, \beta_t I)$$ (1)

where $t$ is the diffusion step and $\bar{\beta}_{1,...,T}$ is a fixed variance schedule indicating the amount of noise. To generate samples conditioned on text prompts $p$, diffusion models learn the reverse process of removing noise from $x_t$ starting from pure Gaussian noise $x_T$:

$$p_θ(x_{t-1} | x_t, p) = N(x_{t-1}; \mu_θ(x_t, t, p), Σ_t)$$ (2)

where $θ$ are the model parameters, and $Σ_t$ is the untrained time-dependent covariance set according to the variance schedule.

Most motion diffusion models use the sample-estimation parameterization and directly predict the clean sample estimate $x_0$ instead of the mean estimate $μ$. In this case the final objective to optimize the diffusion model $G_θ(x_t, t, p)$ is:

$$L := \mathbb{E}_{(x_0, p)} \{ q(x_0, t) || x_0 - G_θ(x_t, t, p) ||^2 \}.$$ (3)

Given the sample estimate $x_0$, the mean estimate $μ$ is computed as:

$$μ_θ(x_t, t, p, x_0) = \sqrt{\alpha_t-1} \bar{β}_t x_0 + \sqrt{\alpha_t(1 - \bar{α}_t-1)} x_t$$ (4)

with $α_t := 1 - β_t$ and $\bar{α}_t := \prod_{i=1}^t α_i$.

To allow for some flexibility over the relative strength of the condition, classifier-free guidance is typically used with text-conditioned motion generation. Classifier-free guidance proposes to train an unconditional model $G_θ(x_t, t)$ jointly with $G_θ(x_t, t, p)$ by setting $p = \emptyset$ for a fraction of training samples, e.g., 10%. The weighted combination of the two predictions is output at inference time:

$$G_θ(x_t, t, p) = G_θ(x_t, t, \emptyset) + w (G_θ(x_t, t, p) - G_θ(x_t, t, \emptyset))$$ (5)

where $w$ helps trade-off between fidelity to the text prompt and diversity among samples.

3.2 Conditional Motion Generation with Diffusion Models

Incorporating spatial constraints such as keyframes into motion diffusion models can be done through two distinct approaches: 1) Training a diffusion model explicitly trained given the spatial conditioning signal as input, and 2) Leveraging a pre-trained motion diffusion model with inference-time imputation and guidance.

Explicit Conditional Models. In this approach, the spatial conditioning signal $c$ will be used as an additional input to the motion diffusion model $p_θ(x_{t-1} | x_t, p, c)$. The model is trained to learn this conditional distribution.

Inference-time Imputation. Diffusion models allow for manipulating the generated samples to satisfy certain conditions at inference time. If the spatial conditioning signal $c$ is an observed part of the desired motion sample (e.g. partial keyframes), imputation or inpainting [Lugmayr et al. 2022] can be used to generate samples that adhere to this observation. This is done by replacing the output of the pre-trained diffusion model $x_t$ with the noisy version of the observation $c$ over the observation mask $m$ at each diffusion step $t$. 

When performing motion keyframing, our goal is to produce realistic motions that adhere to a set of spatio-temporally sparse input keyframes while maintaining the entirety of the generated motion sequence. In this section, we first provide the detailed problem setup. Then we provide a discussion of the motion data representation and how it affects our keyframe in-betweening method CondMDI, followed by a detailed description of CondMDI.

### 4.1 Problem Definition
Given a text prompt \( p \), observation control signal \( c \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times J \times D} \), our goal is to generate a human motion trajectory \( x = \{x_i\}_{i=1}^N \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times J \times D} \) where \( N \) is the number of frames. The pose of \( i \)-th frame \( x^i \in \mathbb{R}^{J \times D} \) is represented by a \( D \)-dimensional feature vector for the pose of \( J \) joints. For our task of keyframe in-betweening, the control signal \( c \) contains only an observed subset of \( k \leq N \) keyframes (temporal sparsity) for a subset of \( j \leq J \) joints (spatial sparsity).

### 4.2 Motion Representation
Common motion representations divide each motion sequence into two parts: local motion containing the pose of the skeleton relative to the root at every frame, and global motion containing the global translations and rotations of the root joint relative to the previous frame [He et al. 2022; Karunratanakul et al. 2023b]. Referring back to the problem definition above, a small portion out of the \( D \) features includes the global orientation of the root with respect to the previous frame, and the rest of the features represent the local pose with respect to the root joint. Since the root joint positions are represented as relative positions with respect to the previous frame, incorporating temporarily sparse spatial constraints such as sparse keyframes, adds an additional challenge to the sparse keyframing problem. Thus, we address this challenge by converting the relative orientation of the root to global coordinates and use this global-root representation for our model. Detailed description of this conversion is available in the supplementary material.

### 4.3 Conditional Motion Diffusion In-betweening
We model the conditional reverse posterior \( p_\theta(x_{t-1}|x_t, p, c) \) with an explicit conditional diffusion model which takes the keyframe conditioning signal \( c \) as input alongside the noisy motion sample \( x_t \) and the text prompt \( p \). An overview of our approach is represented in Figure 2. To incorporate the keyframe information, following [Harvey et al. 2022], we adopt a straightforward approach and replace the noisy sample \( x_t \) with the observed partial keyframes \( c \) at every observed frame and joint. To provide the model with an indication of which features are observed, we concatenate the resulting masked sample \( x_t \) with the observation mask as input to the diffusion model. The observation mask \( m \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times J \times D} \) is a binary mask with ones over the observed frames and joints and zero everywhere else, defined based on the keyframe signal \( c \). To allow for flexible keyframe conditioning at inference-time, our model is trained with randomly sampled partial keyframes. Algorithm 1 shows an overview of the training procedure of our conditional method. Random Mask Generator is the procedure in which the

---

**Figure 2:** Conditional Motion Diffusion In-betweening (CondMDI) overview. The model is fed a noisy motion sequence \( x_t \), the diffusion step \( t \), a text prompt \( p \), and a keyframe control signal \( c \). Text prompt \( p \) is first fed into a CLIP-based [Radford et al. 2021] textual embedder before being fed into the motion diffusion model which is based on GMD [Karunratanakul et al. 2023b]. Mask Extractor module extracts the binary mask and the Masked Sum module performs the masked addition \( \hat{x}_t = m \odot c + (1 - m) \odot x_t \) and the gray box around \( \hat{x}_t \) and \( m \) indicates concatenation of the two.
Algorithm 2: Training

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
\Require \text{Keyframe signal } c \text{ and observation mask } m
\State \text{Repeat}
\hspace{1em} \langle (x₀, p) \rangle \\
\hspace{1em} m \leftarrow \text{Random Mask Generator}
\hspace{1em} p \leftarrow \emptyset \text{ with probability } 10\% \rightarrow \text{Classifier-Free Guidance}
\hspace{1em} c \leftarrow \emptyset \text{ with probability } 10\% \rightarrow \text{Unconditioned Generation}
\hspace{1em} t \sim \text{Uniform}(1, \ldots, T)
\hspace{1em} e \sim \mathcal{N}(0, I)
\hspace{1em} x_t = \sqrt{a_t} x_{t-1} + e \sqrt{1 - a_t}
\hspace{1em} x_t = m \odot x_0 + (1 - m) \odot x_t
\hspace{1em} x_t = (x_t, m)
\hspace{1em} \text{Take gradient descent step on }
\hspace{1em} \nabla_\theta \| x_0 - G_\theta(x_t, t, p) \|^2
\State \text{Until converged.}
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

Algorithm 2: Sampling

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
\Require \text{Guidance scale } w \text{ and observation mask } m
\State \text{Repeat}
\hspace{1em} \langle (x₀, p) \rangle \\
\hspace{1em} m \leftarrow \text{Random Mask Generator}
\hspace{1em} p \leftarrow \emptyset \text{ with probability } 10\% \rightarrow \text{Classifier-Free Guidance}
\hspace{1em} c \leftarrow \emptyset \text{ with probability } 10\% \rightarrow \text{Unconditioned Generation}
\hspace{1em} t \sim \text{Uniform}(1, \ldots, T)
\hspace{1em} e \sim \mathcal{N}(0, I)
\hspace{1em} x_t = \sqrt{a_t} x_{t-1} + e \sqrt{1 - a_t}
\hspace{1em} x_t = m \odot x_0 + (1 - m) \odot x_t
\hspace{1em} x_t = (x_t, m)
\hspace{1em} \text{Take gradient descent step on }
\hspace{1em} \nabla_\theta \| x_0 - G_\theta(x_t, t, p) \|^2
\State \text{Until converged.}
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

The number of keyframes \( k \) is first sampled within the length of the motion sequence, and then these \( k \) keyframes are randomly picked out of all the frames in the sequence. To provide additional flexibility over the joints, this method is extended to additionally sample the number of observed joints \( j \), and then randomly pick the observed joints out of all \( J \) joints. Note that we set keyframe conditioning signal \( c \) to \( \emptyset \) for 10\% of training samples to make CondMDI better suited for unconditioned motion generation at inference time. Our proposed conditioning method can be applied to any backbone text-conditioned motion diffusion model \( G_\theta \), and we choose to use the motion diffusion model of GMD [Karunratanakul et al. 2023a] as our backbone diffusion model. For more details about the network architecture, refer to the supplementary material. \( \odot \) is the element-wise product and \( \langle \rangle \) are used to denote concatenation. The sampling procedure of our conditional method is available in Algorithm 2.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION METRICS

Our method is evaluated on the human motion generation task conditioned on text prompts and a variety of keyframe control signals. In particular, we evaluate the performance of our method on text-conditioned motion generation given sparse keyframes. We also compare against inference-time conditioning methods for the task of in-betweening, including both imputation and imputation combined with reconstruction guidance. Finally, we evaluate our model on a wide range of conditioning signals to demonstrate the capabilities of our model beyond simple keyframes.

5.1 Dataset

Our model is evaluated on the HumanML3D [Guo et al. 2022] dataset which contains 14,646 text-annotated human motion sequences taken from the AMASS [Mahmood et al. 2019b] and HumanAct12 [Guo et al. 2020] datasets. Motion sequences from this dataset have variable lengths where the average motion length is 7.1 seconds and motions are padded with zeros to be a fixed length of 196 frames with a framerate of 20 fps. In this dataset, motion at every frame is represented by a 263-dimensional feature vector consisting of the relative root joint translations and rotations, plus the local pose including the joint rotations and joint positions with respect to the root joint. Detailed description of the data representation is available in the supplementary material.

Sparse keyframes need to be defined with global translation and orientation of the root joint. To make conditioning of diffusion models on such global keyframes more straightforward, we first convert the dataset to have global orientations for the root joint. For each frame, this is simply done by cumulatively summing the translation and rotation of the root joint up to its previous frame. CondMDI assumes similar dimensionality for the keyframe signal and motion signal. Consequently, for each observed frame and joint, CondMDI requires all corresponding features out of 263. Additionally, as motions in the dataset are represented as root motion and pose with respect to the root, partial keyframes always include the root joint. Further details on this can be found in the supplementary material.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics

For the task of conditional motion generation, we adopt the evaluation protocol from Guo et al. [2022]. They suggest a set of neural metrics calculated in a mutual text-motion latent space based on pre-trained encoders. This includes Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) score, which measures the distance between the distribution of ground-truth and generated motions in the latent space of a pre-trained motion encoder. R-Precision measures the proximity of the motion to the text it was conditioned on, and Diversity measures the variability within the generated motion. The full description of these metrics is available in the supplementary material. In addition, we adopt the Foot Skating Ratio and the Keyframe Error metrics from Karunratanakul et al. [2023b]. The prior measures the proportion of frames in which either foot skids more than a certain distance (2.5 cm) while maintaining contact with the ground (foot height < 5 cm). The latter measures the mean distance between the generated motion root locations and the keyframe root locations at the keyframe motion steps.

5.3 Implementation Details

For our baseline diffusion model, we adopt the motion diffusion model of GMD [Karunratanakul et al. 2023b], which uses a UNet architecture with AdaGN [Dhariwal and Nichol 2021]. Our model uses the sample-estimation parameterization of DDPMs [Ho et al. 2020] with \( T = 1000 \) diffusion steps during training and inference.
Table 1: Text-to-motion evaluation on the HumanML3D test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditioning</th>
<th>FID ↓</th>
<th>R-precision ↑ (Top-3)</th>
<th>Diversity →</th>
<th>Root Joint</th>
<th>VR Joints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>9.505</td>
<td>0.2538</td>
<td>0.0450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JLP [Alahi and Morency 2019]</td>
<td>11.02</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>7.676</td>
<td>0.3365</td>
<td>0.0754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TextDGestue [Bhattacharya et al. 2021]</td>
<td>7.644</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>6.409</td>
<td>0.2969</td>
<td>0.0794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2M [Guo et al. 2022]</td>
<td>1.067</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>9.188</td>
<td>0.3065</td>
<td>0.1789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MotionDiffuse [Zhang et al. 2022]</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>9.410</td>
<td>0.2635</td>
<td>0.0794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDM</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>9.726</td>
<td>0.2635</td>
<td>0.0794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLD [Chen et al. 2023]</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>9.774</td>
<td>0.2635</td>
<td>0.0794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhysDiff [Yuan et al. 2023]</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>9.774</td>
<td>0.2635</td>
<td>0.0794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMDxivyi</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>9.726</td>
<td>0.2635</td>
<td>0.0794</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Quantitative results for different keyframes on the HumanML3D test set. K ∈ {1, 5, 20} means number of keyframes randomly placed along the motion trajectory. Root joint and VR Joints mean conditioning on the root joint trajectory and the head and both wrist joints respectively.

Similar to GMD, we use the pre-trained CLIP model to encode the text prompts [Radford et al. 2021]. For more implementation details, refer to the supplementary material.

6 RESULTS

In this section, we present our empirical findings. In Sections 6.1 and 6.2, we provide qualitative samples for sparse-in-time and sparse-in-time-and-joints keyframes. In Section 6.3 we evaluate the performance of CondMDI on the task of text-conditioned motion synthesis without any keyframe conditioning. Section 6.4 contains evaluation results of CondMDI on the text-and-keyframe conditioned motion generation task. Finally, Section 6.5 shows the ablation results. For additional results on sample diversity and text-conditioning, refer to the supplementary material. In the qualitative samples, generated and observed keyframes are shown in yellow and blue unless otherwise stated. Additionally, in all tables, bold indicates best result, underline indicates second best, and → indicates that closer to real is better.

6.1 Sparse Keyframe In-betweening

First, we evaluate the performance of our method on the task of sparse keyframe in-betweening, a primary focus of our model. For the classical case of sparse keyframe in-betweening, we first evaluate our model by creating samples using sparse keyframes provided at fixed transitions of T frames. Figure 3 shows that the model is capable of generating high quality motions from sparse keyframes placed every T = 20 frames, even on dynamic and complex movements such as karate and yoga. Our qualitative results show that CondMDI can generate smooth and high quality samples that are consistent with the input keyframes, even with spacing of over 40 frames. As a more general sparse keyframing approach, instead of specifying keyframes evenly spaced in time, we provide K frames randomly spaced in time.

6.2 Partial Keyframe In-betweening: Joint Control

To further test the capabilities of our model, we define spatially-sparse keyframes, i.e. keyframes that contain a subset of the joints. Our model demonstrates good performance even when provided with a single joint trajectory. Figure 4 shows examples of the model provided with only the root joint trajectory (projected on the ground in the left figure), or with only the right wrist joint. The sample follows the input trajectory closely with natural and smooth motions. Partial keyframes also allow for other useful applications, such as full-body motion reconstruction from sparse VR headsets, consisting of only the head, left wrist and right wrist joints. In the supplementary video, we show that our model is able to generate complex lower-body motions only from this sparse input.

6.3 Unconditioned Synthesis

In Table 1, we demonstrate the performance of CondMDI on the task of text-conditioned motion synthesis. This table is added as a reference to interpret the values of the rest of the quantitative evaluations, in which CondMDI also observes input keyframes. Conditioning the same model on keyframe information, should ideally lead to superior performance, as the space of solutions becomes more restricted. However, in practice, incorporating conditioning signals comes with unique challenges, generally leading to worse performance for conditioned models in terms of motion quality metrics. Therefore, a decrease in the average keyframe error while maintaining or improving the rest of the metrics shows the effectiveness of a model conditioned on keyframes.

6.4 Evaluation

For a grounded evaluation, we test our model by computing quantitative results for a range of keyframing schemes. Results are shown in Table 2. For the three cases with K ∈ {1, 5, 20} randomly placed full keyframes, we can see that as the number of observed keyframes increases, the average error of the keyframes decreases due to denser conditioning, providing a stronger influence on the model. However, increasing keyframes results in worse FID values, possibly because denser signals may constrain the model too much, leading to performance degradation. Overall, all these cases demonstrate performance comparable to or better than unconditional synthesis for the motion quality metrics, while exhibiting only small errors at the keyframes. The last two rows of Table 2 show the results for partial keyframes of root joint trajectory (Root Joint) and VR joints (VR Joints). CondMDI achieves comparable performance on motion generation while keeping the keyframe error minimal.

Direct comparison of CondMDI with SOTA motion diffusion models on the task of keyframe in-betweening is challenging. Some of these models are trained on relative coordinates and thus do not allow for inference-time conditioning on keyframes defined in global coordinates (MDM, PriorMD). GMD is trained with a global coordinate representation, but does not support full keyframes. OmniControl is a recent work that is intended to be used for joint
control, but according to the authors, allows for full keyframe conditioning as well. For a more complete comparison, we focus on the task of root joint trajectory control and summarize the performance statistics in Table 3. CondMDI demonstrates comparable performance on this task with respect to the SOTA OmniControl model while having a simpler architecture and a relatively faster inference speed. For more details on the inference speed, refer to the supplementary material.

6.5 Ablations
We perform a comprehensive ablation study over different conditioning methods. Table 4 shows the ablations results in which we define $K = 5$ keyframes randomly spaced over motion sequences. Pure imputation which replaces keyframes with ground-truth values at every denoising step (IMP$=0$) demonstrates minimal error over keyframes, which is expected when replacement is performed until the last denoising step. However, the very large FID score shows that this method leads to unnatural low-quality motions. Figure 5a shows a sample from this method, which exhibits a large jump before and after every keyframe. This shows that imputation is completely ignored by the diffusion model. Stopping imputation at denoising step 1, (IMP) results in high keyframe errors but near-SOTA FID score. Figure 5b shows such an example for which the model completely ignores the input keyframes but generates a reasonable motion. Adding reconstruction guidance to imputation (IMP+RecG) improves both the motion quality metrics and the keyframe-related errors compared to (IMP). Figure 5c shows a sample in which the motion both adheres well to the keyframes while being coherent with the keyframes and the generated frames, reducing the jumps seen with (IMP). Finally, CondMDI exhibits the best performance compared to inference-conditioning methods. Figure 5d shows a smooth motion that adheres closely to the keyframes.

Finally, we perform an ablation study over the choices of random mask generation schemes used during training. In Table 4, (random frames) correspond to our model trained with keyframes generated by randomly sampling the number and location of observed keyframes, while always including all the joints. Although this model has comparable FID scores and improved keyframe error compared to CondMDI on this task, it does not generalize well to partial keyframes. In general, CondMDI does better on partial keyframe in-betweening tasks, as the model is trained with partial keyframes.

7 CONCLUSION
We have presented a simple and flexible diffusion-based method for keyframe motion completion. It allows for flexibility at inference time and has motion quality comparable to the current state-of-the-art for diffusion-based models. Our method can be used with any backbone motion diffusion model with minimal changes and can therefore readily take advantage of continuing improvements there. We demonstrate our mask-conditioned method with sparse and dense keyframes, partial keyframes, and text conditioning, and show its ability to generate diverse samples. In addition to comparing to related work on the HumanML3D dataset, we give empirical results for several ablations and alternative inference-time conditioning variations.

Our work comes with a number of limitations and related future work. The resulting motions still exhibit some minor footskate and...
motion jitter for highly dynamic motions, which could likely be addressed with an appropriate footskate or smoothness loss or by leveraging a physics-based simulation to track the generated motion. The HumanML3D dataset used for training includes skating and swimming data, and thus removing these outlier motions from the dataset, or providing extra contextual information about them, may also help reduce remaining footskate artefacts. Our current keyframe selection algorithm used during training is fully randomized. We are interested in improving the algorithm by grounding it to combinations that are most used in practice. Finally, our model works with keyframes represented with the same representation as the HumanML3D dataset. This redundant data representation introduces a challenge when conditioning on partial keyframes because spatial constraints may correspond to a small number of features, resulting in the model treating these sparse observed values as noise. Therefore, we are interested in extending our framework to address the issues resulting from uneven representation of different features.
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Figure 5: Ablation results on a simple S-walking motion, with keyframes equally spaced = 30 frames apart. While Imputation alone fails to follow the keyframes, Imputation with guidance is able to do so but suffers from jitters and inconsistencies. C indicates the denoising step in which replacement stops. For a better look please refer to the supplementary video.
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